Perturbative QCD for B s → a 1 (1260)(b 1 (1235))P (V ) Decays 
I. INTRODUCTION
In general, the mesons are classified in J P C multiplets. There are two types of orbitally excited axial-vector mesons, namely 1 ++ and 1 +− . The former includes a 1 (1260), f 1 (1285), f 1 (1420) and K 1A , which compose the 3 P 1 -nonet, and the latter includes b 1 (1235), h 1 (1170), h 1 (1380) and K 1B , which compose the 1 P 1 -nonet. There is an important character for these axial-vector mesons except a 1 (1260) and b 1 (1235) , that is each different flavor state can mix with one another, which comes from the other nonet meson or the same nonet one.
B 0 → a ± 1 (1260)π ∓ are the first decay modes with an axial-vector in the final state observed by BarBar and Belle [1] [2] [3] . Measuring their time-dependent CP asymmetries can provide the information of Cabibbo-Kobayshi-Maskawa (CKM) weak phase α. After these measurements, many other charmless decays B → AP, AV (P, V stand for the light pseudo-scalar and vector mesons) have also been reported by experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . On the theoretical side, many methods are employed to research these decays, such as the naive factorization approach [11, 12] , the generalized factorization approach [13] , the QCD factorization approach [14, 15] , the PQCD approach [16] . Though the factorization approach holds only approximately and its predictions are at odds with experiments for some decays, many factorization approaches can explain the data in many cases. So these results predicted by the different factorization approaches are useful to investigate production mechanism of axial vectors in B meson decays, extract the information of Cabibbo-Kobayshi-Maskawa (CKM) weak phase, probe the structures of axial vectors, even calculate the relative strong phase between tree and penguin diagrams. To our knowledge there is still lacking the study of charmless decays B s → AP, AV both in experiments and theories. Our aim is to fill in this gap and provide a ready reference to the forthcoming experiments to compare their data with the predictions in the PQCD approach. In view of the fact that a 1 (1260) and b 1 (1235) can not mix with each other because of the opposite C-parities and they do not also mix with other mesons, we would like to study the decaysB s → a 1 (1260)P (V ), b 1 (1235)P (V ) in detail.
In the following, a 1 (1260) and b 1 (1235) are denoted as a 1 and b 1 in some places for convenience. The layout of this paper is as follows. In Sec.II, decay constants and lightcone distribution amplitudes of the relevant mesons are introduced. In Sec.III, we then analyze these decay channels using the PQCD approach. The numerical results and the discussions are given in Sec. IV. The conclusions are presented in the final part.
II. DECAY CONSTANTS AND DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES
For the wave function of the heavy B s meson, we take
Here only the contribution of Lorentz structure φ Bs (x, b) is taken into account, since the contribution of the second Lorentz structureφ Bs is numerically small [17] and has been neglected. For the distribution amplitude φ Bs (x, b) in Eq. (1), we adopt the following model:
where ω b is a free parameter, we take ω b = 0.5 ± 0.05 Gev in numerical calculations, and N Bs = 63.671 is the normalization factor for ω b = 0.4. The wave functions for the pseudo-scalar (P) mesons K, π are given as
where the parameter ζ is either +1 or −1 depending on the assignment of the momentum fraction x. The chiral scale parameter m 0 is defined as m 0 =
. The distribution amplitudes are expanded as:
with Gegenbauer polynomials defined as:
As for the distribution amplitudes of the pseudo-scalar mesons η and η ′ , we use the quark flavor basis mixing mechanism proposed by Refs. [18] and take the same formulae and parameter values as those in Ref. [19] .
For the vector mesons, their distribution amplitudes are defined as
where n(v) is the unit vector having the same (opposite) direction with the moving of the vector meson and x is the momentum fraction of q 2 quark. The distribution amplitudes of the axial-vectors have the same format as those of the vectors except the factor iγ 5 from the left hand: 
.03 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.09 0.10 ± 0.08
φ) 0.15 ± 0.07 0.14 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.08 0.14 ± 0.07
As for the upper twist-2 and twist-3 distribution functions of the final state mesons,
can be calculated by using the light-cone QCD sum rule. We list the distribution functions of the vector (V) mesons, namely ρ(ω, φ), as follows
The axial-vector (A) mesons , here a 1 and b 1 , can be obtained by replacing each φ V with φ A , by replacing f
Here we use f to present both longitudinally and transversely polarized mesons a 1 (b 1 ) by assuming f
In Eq.(11), the twist-2 distribution functions are in the first line and can be expanded as
where the zeroth Gegenbauer moments a ⊥ 0 (a 1 ) = a 0 (b 1 ) = 0 and a 0 (a 1 ) = a ⊥ 0 (b 1 ) = 1. As for twist-3 LCDAs, we use the asymptotic forms for V mesons:
And we use the following forms for A mesons:
In Eqs. (4)- (8) and Eqs. (12)- (15), the function t = 2x − 1. The decays constants and the Gegenbauer moments a ,⊥ n for each meson are quoted the numerical results [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and listed in Table I .
III. THE PERTURBATIVE QCD CALCULATION
The PQCD approach is an effective theory to handle hadronic B s decays. Because it takes into account the transverse momentum of the valence quarks in the hadrons, one will encounter double logarithm divergences when the soft and the collinear momenta overlap. Fortunately, these large double logarithm can be re-summed into the Sudakov factor [26] . There are also another type of double logarithms which arise from the loop corrections to the weak decay vertex. These double logarithms can also be re-summed and resulted in the threshold factor [27] . This factor decreases faster than any other power of the momentum fraction in the threshold region, which removes the endpoint singularity. This factor is often parameterized into a simple form which is independent on channels, twists and flavors [28] . Certainly, when the higher order diagrams only suffer from soft or collinear infrared divergence, it is ease to cure by using the eikonal approximation [29] . Controlling these kinds of divergences reasonably makes the PQCD approach more self-consistent.
Here we take the decayB , the amplitudes will become complicated, for both longitudinal and transverse polarizations can contribute to the decay width. So we can get three kinds of polarization amplitudes M L (longitudinal) and M N,T (transverse) by calculating these diagrams. Because of the aforementioned distribution amplitudes of the axial-vectors having the same format as those of the vectors except a factor, so the formulas of here 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We use the following input parameters in the numerical calculations [30, 31] :
In the B s -rest frame, the decay rates ofB s → a 1 (b 1 )V , where V represents K * , ρ, ω, φ, can be written as
where M σ is the total decay amplitude of each considered decay. The subscript σ is the helicity states of the two final mesons with one longitudinal component and two transverse ones. The decay amplitude can be decomposed into three scalar amplitudes a, b, c according to
where M 2 and M 3 are the masses of the two final mesons a 1 (b 1 ) and
We can use the amplitudes with different Lorentz structures to define the helicity amplitudes, one longitudinal amplitudes H 0 and two transverse amplitudes H ± :
where the ratio r = P 2 ·P 3 /(M 2 M 3 ). After the helicity summation, we can get the relation
The matrix elements M j of the operators in the weak Hamilitonian can be calculated by using PQCD approach, which are written as as
where j = L, N, T and α and γ are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa weak phase angles,
, respecitvely. δ j is the relative strong phase between the tree and the penguin amplitudes, which are denoted as "T j " and "P j ", respectively. The term z j describes the ratio of penguin to tree contributions and is defined as
In the same way, it is easy to write decay amplitude M j for the corresponding conjugated decay mode:
So the CP-averaged branching ratio for each considered decay is defined as
Like the decaysB 0 s → V V , there are also 3 types of helicity amplitudes, so corresponding to 3 types of z j and δ j , respectively. Compared with the decaysB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )V , the calculation formula for the branching ratios of other considered decay modesB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )P are simpler, for only the longitudinal polarized component of the axial-vector combining with the distribution amplitudes of the pseudo-scalar meson can contribute to the final branching ratio.
Using the input parameters and the wave functions as specified in this section and Sec.II, it is easy to get the branching ratios for the considered decays which are listed in Table II, The dominant topologies contributing to these decays are also indicated through the symbols T (tree), P (penguin), P EW (electroweak penguins), C(color-suppressed tree) and ann (annihilation).
The decaysB * 0 has large branching ratio, which is also because of the large contribution from the nonfactorizable emission diagrams. 
In our results, the errors for these entries correspond to the uncertainties from the B s meson wave function shape parameter ω B , the B s meson decay constant f Bs , the QCD scale Λ [32], respectively. We also show the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa angle γ dependence of the branching ratios of decaysB Fig.2 . It is easy to see that the branching ratio for the decay with two neutral mesons in the final state lies the between those of other two decays in most range of 0 < γ < 180 0 . As for the other two annihilation type decaysB In these panels, the solid lines are for the decaysB 0
of that for the decay a
The main contributions to these four decays are from the electro-weak penguin operators. Although the contributions from the tree operators have a prominent increase for the decaysB (′) bring a slight increase to the branching ratios. We also checked the sensitivity to the values on the Gegenbauer moments for all the considered decays. If one takes smaller Gegenbauer moments, such as a K 1 = 0.05 ± 0.02 [33] , 0.10 ± 0.12 [34] , a π,K 2 = 0.115 [35] , the branching ratios have a few percent change for most of decaysB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )π(K), more than 10 percent change for only very few channels. So we considered that the uncertainties caused by the Gegenbauer moments are small and can be neglected. But it is not the case for the decaysB
. If one takes the newer Gegenbauer moments as given in Ref. [35] :
The branching ratios will have a prominent change, 
where the errors come from the B s meson wave function shape parameter ω B = 0.5 ± 0.05 GeV, the B s meson decay constant f Bs = 0.23 ± 0.02 GeV, the QCD scale Λ , their branching ratios are sensitive to Gegenbauer moments and increase to 7 ∼ 8 times by using the newer Gegenbauer moments. Certainly, the increases of the branching ratios for decaysB
are not so large. It is need to clarify which Gegenbauer moments are more reasonable.
These two decays are dominated by the electro-weak(EW) penguin operators. Though their branching ratios are small, these two decays are interesting to invest the effect from the electro-weak penguins, where there might exits new physics [36] . The presence of a new physics contribution from EW can enhance the branching ratios of the decays B 0 s → π(ρ)φ, which are used to improve the B → πK "puzzle" [37] . If here considered two decays have such effect, it is deserve more research attention.
V. POLARIZATION FRACTIONS OF THE DECAYSB
For the decaysB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )V , another equivalent set of helicity amplitudes are often used, that is
Using this set of helicity amplitudes, we can define three polarization fractions f 0, ,⊥ :
The formalism of the wave function has great influence to the polarization fractions for some decays. In Ref. [38] , the author suggested that taking the asymptotic models for the QCD and threshold resummation parameter c, respectively. 1 ω, the longitude fraction can amount to 95.4% and the branching ratio decreases by 30%. In a word, the contributions from the penguin annihilation diagrams are very sensitive to the final polarization fractions for some decays.
In Table III , we list the longitudinal polarization fraction (f L ) and the transverse polarization fractions (f , f ⊥ ) for the decaysB 
In our results, the errors for these entries correspond to the uncertainties from ω b , f Bs , the QCD scale Λ 
The direct CP-violating asymmetries for the decaysB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )P have similar expression. Using the input parameters and the wave functions as specified in this section and Sec.II, one can calculate the PQCD predictions (in units of 10 −2 ) for the direct CP-violating asymmetries of the considered decays, which are listed in Table IV, 
• Like the decayB 0 s → π 0 K 0 , whose direct CP-asymmetry is more than 40% predicted by several methods [32, 39, 40] , the decaysB • The direct CP-asymmetries of the decaysB . If we take the newer Gegenbauer moments given in Eq. (29) , their direct CP-asymmetries will change not only in magnitudes but also in signs.
• The decaysB + is very sensitive to the tree operator contribution from the nonfactorization annihilation diagrams: if we neglect such contribution, its branching ratio can increase 14%, while the direct CP-violating asymmetry becomes only 1.3%. In Fig.3 , we show the dependence of the direct CPviolating asymmetries for the decaysB 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )π(ρ) on the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa angle γ.
• There only exist factorization and nonfactorizaiton emission diagrams for the decays B 0 s → a 1 (b 1 )φ. The direct CP-violating asymmetries in these two decays are small, because the interactions between tree and penguin contributions are small. From our calculations, we find the ratios of penguin to tree amplitudes for decaysB 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, by using the decay constants and the light-cone distribution amplitudes derived from QCD sum-rule method, we research the decaysB • For the pure annihilation type decaysB • The branching ratios and the direct CP-asymmetries of decaysB • Except for the decaysB 
